Professor Dowden writes a scholarly and instructive paper on Edmond Scherer, the French poet and critic, who died in March.

—We regret to note that failing mental faculties have at last compelled Mr. George Bancroft, the historian, to abandon his literary labors.

—It is almost a year since Scribner’s Magazine began the publication of its Railway Series. Among the subjects of the articles will be "The Application of Electricity to Modern Telegraphy, to Lighting, to the Household, to the Human Body, to Warfare on Land and Sea, and to Large Industries." The whole series will be illustrated.

From the American Journal of Science.

SCIENCE. [Vol. XIII. No. 325]

Professor T. W. Huxley and O. L. L. Ee., Professor of Natural Philosophy in the University of Wisconsin, with Illustrations, Vol. I., L., Constitution of Matter. 12mo, §.

We do not believe that any man of science will rise from the perusal of these papers without a deepening of his love of old conceptions, and without broader and clearer views of the possibilities of future scientific progress. . . . We await the appearance of the second and third volumes of these papers with great interest.—Nature.

THE CHEMISTRY OF PHOTOGRAPHY. By Raphael Meldold, F.B.S., &c., Professor of Chemistry in the Finsbury Technical College. 12mo, §.

MODERN VIEW OF ELECTRICITY. By Oliver J. Lodge, LL.D., F.R.S., Professor of Experimental Physics in University College, Liverpool, Illustrated, In Press.

Popular Lectures and Addresses on Various Subjects in Physical Science.


TALES OF THE BIRDS. By W. Warner, F.R.S., &c., Sub-kector of Lincoln College, Oxford. Illustrated. 12mo, §2.50. Mr. Fowler has produced a charming book which none are too old and few too young to appreciate. He possesses the rare art of telling a story simply and unaffectedly. . . . The Tales of the Birds would be an admirable present to any child, and if the grown up read it first the present would, in a peculiar degree, have a double interest and a double blessing which proverbially belongs to a gift—Guardian.


MACMILLAN & CO.’S NEW BOOKS.


A BOOK FOR THE TIMES! NEW EDITIONS!

Laidlaw’s Edition of the United States and the Declaration of Independence, in English, French, and German, with notes. Sold by all booksellers, or by the publishers, LADIAH BROWN & CO., 125 W. 46th St., New York.

Second and Revised Edition, in cloth . . . . 50c. postpaid.

Third Edition, in paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25c postpaid.

NEW MAGAZINE—THE SWISS

Newly established as a Monthly, is the "African Review." Aimed at appearing the world, edited by J. A. J. Becker, President of the African Association, and succeeding St. Nicholls as the official magazine, newly founded. Will be published monthly. Sample copy 10 cents, or 10 cents for total subscription for 5 months.

MACMILLAN & CO., 112 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

SCRIBNER’S MAGAZINE.

SCRIBER’S MAGAZINE FOR MAY CONTAINS.

THE LAND OF THE WINANSHE is the first of the FISHING ARTICLES, which will be followed by papers on STRIPED BASS AND TARPON fishing. Dr. George W. Van and G. Ayvres Wrightfan write of the lake St. Helen, important work in Quebec, Canada, where the landlocked salmon is abundant. Superbly illustrated.

THE FREIGHT-CAR SERVICE by Mr. Theodore Vorhees, describes the magnificent system which keeps it in motion, with many interesting illustrations.

THE WONDERS OF PHOTOGRAPHY. An interesting article on photography, by Prof. John Byam, FR.S., and a notable list of illustrations.

SHORT STORIES AND POEMS include "The Dilemma of Sir Guy the Nestler," by A. T. T. Odamar; "The Second Count," by C. J. Curran; "Fiction as a Literary Form," by Hamilton W. Mabie; and a new chapter of "Midwestern Lore," by the late Harry R. Blakely.

THE LACK OF OLD HOMES in America, by Charles Scribner, forms a charming end piece this month.

TOLSTOY 20 YEARS AGO gives us a charming end piece this month, his personal reminiscences of Tolstoy, with many conversations now first published. Illustrated by many interesting portraits.

CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS, NEW YORK.
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